Abstract. This continuation of the derivation of general beam-referenced stage-two spin-correlation functions is for the analysis of top-antitop pair-production at the Tevatron and at the Large Hadron Collider. Both the gluon-production and the quark-production contributions are included for the charged-leptonplus-jets reaction pp or pp
Introduction: W -boson longitudinal-transverse interference
This continuation of a previous paper [1] on the derivation of general beam-referenced stage-two spin-correlation functions is for the analysis of top-antitop pair production [2, 3] at the Tevatron and at the Large Hadron Collider [4] . Each second at the Large Hadron Collider there will be a top-antitop pair produced when the planned L ∼ 10 33 cm −2 s −1 is reached. This should provide an almost ideal "laboratory" for both investigating top-quark physics itself, and for simultaneously improved empirical mastery of reaction backgrounds and detector systematics/performance.
As in the previous paper, which we denote as "I", the helicity formalism [5] is used for a simple and transparent treatment of all relative phase effects. We use this formalism for investigating the large effects of W -boson longitudinal-transverse interference in top-antitop pairproduction for the charged-lepton plus jets channel, the di-lepton plus jets channel, and the all-jets channel. In "I", only the quark-production contribution was included; it is the dominant contribution at the Tevatron. On the other hand at the Large Hadron Collider, the gluon-production contribution dominates. To leading order in α s , both contributions are included in the analysis in the present paper. The modular property of the helicity-formalism with respect to incorporation of the various density matrices and symmetries again remains manifest throughout this a e-mail: cnelson@binghamton.edu analysis. This modularity should be easy to exploit in understanding and checking large interference effects in applications of these results.
Using the spinor outer-product formulas obtained in Appendix A, the associated gluon production densitymatrix elements are derived in Appendix B in the helicityamplitude phase convention of Jacob and Wick (JW). The analogous quark-production density-matrix elements were obtained in "I". They also follow from these spinor outerproducts. Besides their dependence on cos Θ B , these gluon and quark density-matrix elements ρ λ 1 λ 2 ,λ 1 λ 2 (Θ B , Φ B ) exhibit several non-trivial overall minus signs and an explicit dependence on the azimuthal angle Φ B . These important spherical angles Θ B and Φ B are defined in Figs. 1 and 2 . Otherwise, to avoid repetition, we assume that the reader has "I" available with its figures, discussions, and the sequential-decay density matrices
for the CP -conjugate process. For the sequential-decay with the first-stage t → W + b followed by the second-stage W + → l + ν, the spherical angles θ a , φ a specify the l + momentum in the W 1 + rest frame when there is first a boost from the (tt) c.m. frame to the t 1 rest frame, and then a second boost from the t 1 rest frame to the W 1 + rest frame (see "I"). The 0
• direction for the azimuthal angle φ a is defined by the projection of the W 2 − momentum direction. Analogously, the spherical angles θ b , φ b specify the l − momentum in the W 2 − rest frame. As in "I", the emphasis is on tests for the chargedlepton-plus-jets reaction pp or pp ). However, in contrast with the analysis in "I", because of the differences in dependence on cos Θ B among the five sets of gluon-production density-matrix elements, for clarity cos Θ B is not integrated out in the present paper. Consequently, versus the 3-angle stagetwo spin-correlation function F| 0 + F| sig in "I" which only included the quark-production contribution, there is instead a simple 4-angle beam-referenced stage-two spincorrelation function G (g,q) | 0 + G (g,q) | sig with both gluon (see (2) and (3)) and quark (see (9) and (10)) production contributions.
This BR-S2SC function can be used for the determination of the relative sign of or for measurement of a possible non-trivial phase between the two dominant λ b = −1/2 helicity amplitudes for the t → W + b decay mode. Both in the SM and in the case of an additional large t R → b L chiral weak-transition moment [6] , the λ b = −1/2 and λ b = 1/2 amplitudes are more than ∼ 30 times larger than the λ b = 1/2 and λ b = −1/2 amplitudes. For the CP -conjugate case, there are analogous tests fort → W −b decay based on the analogous function; see (21) and (22), and (24) and (25).
As in "I", this important signature from W -boson longitudinal-transverse interference requires use of the (tt ) c.m. energy of the hadronically decaying W -boson, or the kinematically equivalent cosine of the polar angle of W ∓ emission in the antitop (top) decay frame, cos θ t 2,1 . In application, for instance to pp → ttX, parton-level topquark spin-correlation functions [7, 8] need to be smeared with the appropriate parton distribution functions with integrations over cos Θ B and the (tt ) c.m. energy, √ s. The color factors have been included in these BR-S2SC functions.
For the gluon-production-decay sequence
